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• Abstract
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• Amplified
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• Implacable
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Most companies are at a very early adoption stage and
struggle to scale for value
CURRENT ORGANIZATIONAL MATURITY

80-85%

03

of organizations are stuck on
this path

02
01

Proof of Concept
Factory

❑ Analytics buried deep and not a CEO focus
❑ Focus on AI experiments and pilots with low scaling
success rate & ROI
❑ Lack of connection to business outcome or
strategic imperative
❑ Siloed operating model typically IT-led
❑ Unable to extract value from their data
❑ Struggle to scale as unrealistic expectations on time
required

Strategically Scaling

❑ 10-15% of companies have made this leap
❑ CEO Focus with advanced analytics and data team
solving big rock problems
❑ Clear AI strategy and operating model linked to the
business objectives
❑ Multi-disciplinary teams of 200+ specialists
championed by Chief AI, Data or Analytics Officer
❑ Able to tune out data noise and focus on essentials
❑ Catch up on digital/AI/data asset debt
❑ Experimental mindset achieving scale and returns

Industrialized for
Growth

❑ <5% of organizations have progressed to this point
in their AI journey
❑ Digital platform mindset and enterprise culture of
AI democratizing real-time insights to drive
business decisions
❑ Clear enterprise vision, accountability, metrics and
governance breaking down silos
❑ ‘What-if’ analysis enabling improved acquisition,
services and satisfaction
❑ Responsible business practices enhancing brand
perception and trust
❑ Competitive differentiator and value creator
driving higher P/E multiples

Source: Accenture Research – Built to Scale
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AFFORDABLE
AND EASILY ACCESSIBLE

“implementation.

We are in the era of

Kai-Fu Lee
AI Superpowers: China, Silicon Valley
and the New World Order
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Imagine a computer program that
learns from text but can do math
COMPLETE A MATHEMATICAL SEQUENCE:

1,3,5,7,9,11
1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21
Square root of 900 is 30
Pi is approximated as 3.14

Open AI GPT3 https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf
Copyright © 2020 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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DEFINE AND
FIND VALUE

“

People worry that computers will
get too smart and take over the
world. But the real problem is that
they’re too stupid and they’ve
already taken over the world.

”

Pedro Domingos
The Master Algorithm: How the Quest for the Ultimate Learning
Machine Will Remake Our World
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THE GREAT DIVIDE
“STRATEGIC SCALERS” SEE A MUCH HIGHER SUCCESS RATE AND RETURN ON AI INVESTMENTS
COMPARED TO COMPANIES PURSUING SILOED PROOF OF CONCEPTS.
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THINK 10X
NOT 10%
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SCALE
VALUE

“

Think Big,
Start Small,
Act Fast.

”
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PEOPLE, CAPABILITY
& CULTURE
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Get your people ready
CHECKPOINT #6B
Are you able to re-use the feature you’ve just
created to deliver value against other
priority use cases? If not, what tweaks can
you make to expand the use of the feature?

CONTINUOUS
ENGINEERING

POC
GROUP

START

❑ Establish the right talent mix.

VALUE + STRATEGY

CHECKPOINT #1

❑ Look at your organizational setup.
Have you defined your data
and AI strategies? Do you
know what value you expect
to achieve?

❑ Make sure Technology and the C-Suite are
aligned.

❑ When it comes timeSprint
to 0implement, look
outside your organization for help.
2 – 3 Weeks

PLAN & CREATE
EPICS & USER STORIES

Rapidly iterate high-level design for
the releases, related features and
epics.

❑ Reuse before you buy. Buy before you build.

Employees fully
understand AI at scale
VALUE REALIZATION
and how it applies to their role.
Go live
in production.

CHECKPOINT #6A
CHECKPOINT #5
Have you updated your risk frameworks to
incorporate contingency plans for incorrect
outcomes? Who is accountable for the
decisions made by AI systems?

All employees working
with AI receive formal
CHECKPOINT #3 training.
Are there any adjustments you need

59%

Delivery
Sprint 1 - N

DELIVER EPICS
& USER STORIES
Iterate epics and user stories in detail
and begin development to create the
Product.

78%

Are you realizing value as expected or
projected? How are you measuring it? Are
there optimizations you need to make to
maximize?

62%

to make to your operating model to
optimize how these specialists can
work together?

Appropriate level of user
/ organization
experience with AI

STRATEGIC
SCALERS

70%
GOVERNANCE

34%

48%

PEOPLE + CAPABILITIES

CHECKPOINT #2
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CHECKPOINT #4

18

PROCEED
RESPONSIBLY
AND BUILD
TRUST
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Build responsibility
CHECKPOINT #6B
Are you able to re-use the feature you’ve just
created to deliver value against other
priority use cases? If not, what tweaks can
you make to expand the use of the feature?

88%

CONTINUOUS
ENGINEERING

❑ Define
START what fairness and bias mean to
your organization.
❑ Establish and socialize
an ethical data
CHECKPOINT #1
usage manifesto.

VALUE + STRATEGY

Have you defined your data
and AI strategies? Do you
know what value you expect
to achieve?

❑ Ensure considerations are built into
core values and compliance processes.
❑ Implement technical guidelines to
ensure AI Systems are safe, transparent
and accountable.
Sprint 0
2 – 3 Weeks

PLAN & CREATE
EPICS & USER STORIES

Rapidly iterate high-level design for
the releases, related features and
epics.

PEOPLE + CAPABILITIES

CHECKPOINT #2

Copyright © 2020 Accenture. All rights reserved.

VALUE REALIZATION

of respondents indicated that they
do not have confidence in AICHECKPOINT #6A
basedCHECKPOINT
decisions
and outputs.
#5
Go live
in production.

CHECKPOINT #3
Are there any adjustments you need
to make to your operating model to
optimize how these specialists can
work together?

Have you updated your risk frameworks to
incorporate contingency plans for incorrect
outcomes? Who is accountable for the
decisions made by AI systems?

60%
Delivery
Sprint 1 - N

Are you realizing value as expected or
projected? How are you measuring it? Are
there optimizations you need to make to
maximize?

GOVERNANCE

DELIVER EPICS
& USER STORIES

Iterate epics and user stories in detail
and begin development to create the
Product.

of respondents reported that they
still require a human override of
an AI system at least one a month.
CHECKPOINT #4
20

AI roadmap – the journey to live
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AI/ML at Kaiser Permanente
Health Innovation
Tad Funahashi, M.D.
Chief Innovation and Transformation Officer
Orthopedic Surgeon
Kaiser Permanente Southern California Region

1

AI/ML Landscape in Healthcare

2

Clinical Use Cases & Challenges

3

Addressing AI/ML Challenges in Healthcare

23
CARE DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

Key takeaways and the AI/ML landscape in the healthcare sector
• AI has the ability to analyze big data sets, pulling
together patient insights and leading to predictive
analysis.
• AI/ML may diagnose disease better and earlier,
treat illness more precisely, and engage patients
more efficiently than today's healthcare system.
• Wearable healthcare technology also uses AI to
better serve patients.

Ideate

Proof of Concept

Scale

• There is tremendous enthusiasm for AI/ML in
healthcare, but relatively little traction.
24

AI/ML is a powerful tool that allows us to:
Description

Clinical Use Case

Identify patients at risk of an
adverse outcome and proactively
intervene

Predictive model to estimate
probability of readmission upon
discharge for patients with CHF

Personalize &
Risk Stratify

Tailor treatment plans based on a
patient’s needs and preferences

Patient engagement models to drive
care management outreach based
on patient communication
preferences

3

Leverage NLP and
Unstructured Data

Apply NLP to extract concepts from
clinical notes, radiology and lab
reports, and patient secure
messages.

NLP model to identify patients who
have likely had an ACL tear from
radiology report impressions

4

Use Computer Vision Reduce non-clinical indirect work for
physicians and enable self-care
for Automation

1
2

Leverage Predictive
Analytics

Computer vision model to triage
patient-submitted dermatology
images
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To achieve value at scale, we need to address the following
technical challenges in the model design process:
Interpretability

How can we help end
users understand how
inputs contribute to
model prediction?

Bias

How can we take advantage
of the right data sets to
minimize biases in the ML
algorithm?

Outliers

How do we plan to handle
outliers and other
unanticipated edge cases?

Drift

How do we place meaningful
guardrails around model
performance and retrain the
model when changes occur?
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Interpretability
➢ There is typically a tradeoff between predictive accuracy and
interpretability – i.e., the ability to easily summarize how each
input contributes to a particular prediction
➢ As models become more complex, they incorporate nonlinear
relationships between many variables
➢ Particularly in healthcare, we often prefer to trade some
amount of predictive accuracy for a simpler, more
interpretable model

Outliers

Bias
➢ Models trained on processes involving human decision-making
often replicate, or even amplify, systemic and personal biases
➢ A model that performs well “on average” may disadvantage
groups that are underrepresented in the training dataset

➢ In healthcare, it is critical to ensure that models are not only
accurate but fair, in that demographic characteristics not
relevant to the task at hand do not result in differing care
recommendations

Drift

➢ Models can make unexpected and even harmful predictions
when exposed to values outside the range of those in the
training dataset

➢ Model performance degrades naturally over time, at the rate
that the current process deviates from the process at the time
the model was trained

➢ Confidence intervals can be an intuitive way to convey the
differing levels of uncertainty between predictions

➢ In addition to scheduled model retraining, it is advisable to put
checks in place to ensure that the modeling pipeline can
detect changes to the underlying documentation and physical
process – e.g., alerting the model owner when a given field is
no longer populated
27

Additionally, we need to address the following challenges in
implementation and execution to realize value:
Clinical Validation

How do we provide the
information necessary for
clinical validation and
generate trust?

Workflow
Integration

How do we deliver AI model
output to the right user at
the right time?

Privacy, Data
Governance, and IP

How can we minimize the
exposure of patient
identifiers in the training
and prediction process,
particularly in
collaboration with
outside entities?

Build vs. Buy

When is an “out of the box”
model from a specialized
vendor likely to outperform
a model build internally, and
vice versa?

28

Clinical Validation
➢ The burden of proof should always be on the model to
demonstrate concrete benefits to patient care and efficiency
prior to deployment – first of all, do no harm!
➢ Clinicians and data scientists should collaborate to understand
how the model reflects clinical best practices
➢ Models should not replace or override clinical judgement.
Rather, they should augment the clinician’s judgement with
another meaningful data point

Workflow Integration
➢ Model predictions should be presented to end users to give
them sufficient time to intervene to prevent adverse
outcomes
➢ Information must be timely, relevant, actionable,
interpretable, and reliable/trusted by physicians.
➢ Modern EHRs have functionality to embed model predictions
to suggest or nudge users toward a specific intervention when
defined criteria are met

Privacy, Data Governance, and IP

Build vs Buy

➢ Particularly working with outside entities, de-identify patient
data and create secure lookup tables to actual patient
identifiers

➢ Processes that vary significantly based on population,
geography, and financial incentives tend not to generalize well
when applied across disparate healthcare systems.

➢ Evaluate security risks vs benefits of cloud computing

➢ Models that are largely the same for all hospital systems (e.g.
identifying a condition from an imaging study) may be better
candidates for a vendor to specialize

➢ Determine whether to grant access at the database or project
level

➢ Build may provide customized solutions but require significant
investment
29

AI/ML is one part of the equation to create operational efficiency
A model with 98% accuracy is exceptional, but can’t add
much value if there’s no:
• Timely access to data
• Clinical intervention and what to do with outcomes

• Supporting process and workflows
• Trained resources to act on output or provide input
• Supporting infrastructure to scale and transparency
into model interoperability
• Metrics to measure performance
Technology is an important component, but the end user does not care
if product uses Tensorflow or Pytorch, or whether neural nets versus regression models are used.
They care about the experience and valued delivered.
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Overcoming challenges through increasing trust and transparency
It is critical to align with stakeholders in operations/clinical and document decision making at each step.

1

4

Involve end users at
every step of design,
development and
implementation.

Use rigorous evaluation
methods and assess
value to stakeholders and
impact on the health
systems.

2

5

Incorporate data quality
in prioritization,
development, and
implementation
decisions.
Monitor AI/ML
performance over time for
continued performance and
unintended consequences,
including security threats,
lack of adequate privacy
protections, and improper
use by end users.

3

Consider objectivity of model
outputs in prioritization,
development, and
implementation decisions.

6

Consider regulatory
requirements in
prioritization,
development, and
implementation decisions.
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